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Noncovalent synthesis of homo and hetero-
architectures of supramolecular polymers
via secondary nucleation

Srinu Kotha1, Rahul Sahu 2, Aditya Chandrakant Yadav1,3, Preeti Sharma4,
B. V. V. S. Pavan Kumar 4, Sandeep K. Reddy 2 & Kotagiri Venkata Rao 1

The synthesis of supramolecular polymers with controlled architecture is a
grand challenge in supramolecular chemistry. Although living supramolecular
polymerization via primary nucleation has been extensively studied for con-
trolling the supramolecular polymerization of small molecules, the resulting
supramolecular polymers have typically exhibited one-dimensional morphol-
ogy. In this report, we present the synthesis of intriguing supramolecular
polymer architectures through a secondary nucleation event, a mechanism
well-established in protein aggregation and the crystallization of small mole-
cules. To achieve this, we choose perylene diimide with 2-ethylhexyl chains at
the imide position as they are capable of forming dormant monomers in
solution. Activating these dormant monomers via mechanical stimuli and
hetero-seeding using propoxyethyl perylene diimide seeds, secondary
nucleation event takes over, leading to the formation of three-dimensional
spherical spherulites and scarf-like supramolecular polymer heterostructures,
respectively. Therefore, the results presented in this study propose a simple
molecular design for synthesizing well-defined supramolecular polymer
architectures via secondary nucleation.

In recent years, living supramolecular polymerization (LSP) has
emerged as a promising tool for synthesizing complex supramolecular
homo- and heterostructures, offering meticulous control over their
shapes and dimensions1–4. The pioneering work in this field began with
the research groups led by Winnik and Manners et al., who first
reported the living crystallization-driven self-assembly (LCDSA)5. They
used poly(ferrocenyldimethylsilane) cored block copolymers to syn-
thesize various supramolecular nanoarchitectures such as one-
dimensional (1D) cylinders6–8, 2D platelets9,10, dendritic micelles11,12,
rod-coil micelles13, and 3D spherulites14,15 with excellent precision to
name a few. Despite the significant progress in the supramolecular
polymerization of small molecules, realizing LSPwas challenging as no
rational design principles were available to create dormantmonomers

or aggregates. To this end, Sugiyasu et al. demonstrated LSP in small
molecules using hydrogen-bonded (H-bonded) porphyrins, which
form metastable J-aggregates16. Shortly after, Aida et al. also achieved
kinetically trapped monomers using H-bonded corannulenes via
intramolecular H-bonding17. Both these trapped states are activated
using thermodynamically stable SPs as seeds to form SPs with con-
trolled lengths. These inspiring outcomes further led to synthesizing
block SPs with controlled sequences18–23.

Over the past few years, a few researchers have reported the
phenomenon of molecular self-assembly operating at higher hier-
archical levels, thereby modulating the topology of functional SPs
through a secondary nucleation mechanism24–29. While this phenom-
enon has been comprehensively studied theoretically and
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experimentally in the context of amyloid self-assembly30–33, it remains
a relatively unexplored frontier within the domain of functional SPs.
Recently, Yagai et al. have reported the creation of molecularly inter-
locked nanostructures with a remarkably high level of organization
through the utilization of a secondary nucleation strategy28. Similarly,
Sugiyasu et al. have described the formation of double-stranded
Archimedean spirals through a secondary nucleation event25. George
et al. have recently reported the emergence of secondary nucleation-
mediated surface-anchored self-sorted SPs, secondary SPs, and the
production of seed-induced, non-covalently cross-linked
hydrogels24,27,29. Despite these interesting results, achieving fine con-
trol over the topology of functional SPs requires a much-needed
understanding of the molecular structure, kinetics, and underlying
mechanisms that govern secondary nucleation.

Currently, LSP and secondarynucleationpathways are explored in
small molecule-based H-bonded π-systems mainly because of two
reasons: (i) growth via the nucleation-elongation process and (ii) the
ease of achieving kinetically trapped monomers/aggregates16,17,34–43.
However, H-bonding interactions typically result in 1D morphology
owing to the strong directionality of H-bonding functional groups34–39.
Hence, the synthesis of complex supramolecular architectures using
H-bonded π-systems is limited to a few sets of molecules25,28,44,45. On
the other hand, Che et al. demonstrated LSP using non-H-bonded
π-systems by activating their off-pathway aggregates via homo and
hetero-seeding methods leading to the synthesis of interesting homo
and block supramolecular architectures46–48. However, rational mole-
cular design principles to realize LSP and secondary nucleation in
other types ofπ-systems that formSPswithout the aid fromH-bonding

interactions need to be formulated for further exploration. In this
context, we have recently reported that non-H-bonded simple
π-systems such as alkyl perylene diimides (PDIs) show cooperative
supramolecular polymerization guided solely by dispersive interac-
tions with cooperative factors on par with H-bonded π-systems49.
Hence, exploring alkyl PDIs to realize LSP and secondary nucleation
pathways can broaden the scope of small molecules and expand the
non-covalent synthesis toolbox to create complex supramolecular
architectures. However, the generation of dormant monomers or off-
pathway aggregates from alkyl PDIs must be addressed.

Here, we present a noticeable improvement in the field of SPs by
expanding the structural diversity of monomers that display LSP and
secondary nucleation to synthesize SPs with interesting topologies.
For this purpose, we have selected a simple π-system, PDI substituted
with 2-ethylhexyl side chains (2EH-PDI), as it is known to form SPs via
nucleation-elongation mechanism (Fig. 1a)49. Despite the lack of any
H-bonding functional groups, 2EH-PDI forms dormant monomers in
solution from the monomeric states upon rapid cooling due to the
existence of multiple conformations at high temperatures. By opti-
mizing the solvent conditions, we successfully stabilized the 2EH-PDI
molecules as dormant monomers in solution at room temperature
(Fig. 1b).Next, these dormantmonomerswere converted into complex
supramolecular architectures via seed-induced LSP and secondary
nucleation. To accomplish this, we have employed three distinct
seeding methods: (i) homo-seeding, (ii) shear forces, and (iii) hetero-
seeding (Fig. 1b, c). By adding various mol% of prefabricated 2EH-PDI
SP seeds (homo-seeding), we could synthesize 1D SPs with controlled
lengths, with the primary nucleation-elongation event taking
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Fig. 1 | Molecular structures and summary of various seeding methods.
a Chemical structures of 2EH-PDI and PE-PDI. b Schematic representation of the
formation of dormant monomers by 2EH-PDI and their transformation to ther-
modynamically stable supramolecular polymers (SPs) via seeded living supramo-
lecular polymerization. c Schematic representation providing an overview of three

non-covalent synthesis approaches, demonstrating how the activation of dormant
monomers of 2EH-PDI leads to the formation of 1D SPs via homo-seeding, 3D
spherical spherulites via shear forces and scarf-like SP heterostructures via hetero-
seeding.
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precedence. Interestingly,whenwemechanically agitated the dormant
2EH-PDI monomers via shear forces (stirring or pipetting) in a con-
trolled manner, inducing seed formation within the solution, we
observed the formation of SPs with 3D spherical spherulite
architectures50, where the secondary nucleation-elongation promoted
the growth of SPs around the seed. While stir-induced secondary
nucleation is commonly observed in amyloid systems51 and the crys-
tallization of inorganic crystals52,53, it is a relatively rare phenomenon in
functional SPs. Similarly, for hetero-seeding experiments, we have
utilized 2D platelets formed by PDI substituted with propoxyethyl
chains (PE-PDI) (Fig. 1a). In this case, the secondary nucleation event
promotes the growth of 1D SPs of 2EH-PDI above and below the sur-
face of 2D platelets of PE-PDI across their length, resulting in scarf-like
SP heterostructures (Fig. 1c). Such a controlled fabrication of SP
architectures using simple π-systems via secondary nucleation at an
elevated hierarchical level represents an important achievement.
Moreover,we alsoprovided the direct visualization of the formation of
SP heterostructures in solution using optical microscopy.

Results
Formation of dormant monomers
Previously, we reported that 2EH-PDI forms SPs inmethylcyclohexane
(MCH) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) via a cooperativemechanism49.
2EH-PDI (50μM) ismolecularly soluble in chlorinated solvents such as
chloroform (CHCl3) and dichloroethane (DCE), as evidenced by UV-vis
absorption spectra which shows characteristic monomeric peaks at
490nm and 515 nm (Supplementary Fig. 1). In MCH, 2EH-PDI (50μM)
forms SPs, as evidenced by relatively broad absorption spectra and a
new redshifted band at 575 nm (Supplementary Fig. 1). These SPs could

be reversibly transformed into monomers at high temperatures
(~363 K), as evident from the UV-vis spectra (Supplementary Fig. 2a).
We have studied the supramolecular polymerization and depolymer-
ization process of 2EH-PDI bymonitoring its degree of polymerization
(α) at 515 nm, (α@515 nm). Above the elongation temperatures (Te), α
is zero as 2EH-PDI (50μM) exists as monomers (Supplementary
Fig. 2b). Interestingly, thermal hysteresis was observed in MCH during
the supramolecular polymerization and depolymerization process.
While heating (SPs→monomers), Te of 2EH-PDI (50μM)was observed
at 353K. However, in the cooling process (monomers → SPs), the cri-
tical elongation temperature (Te

‘) was reduced to 330K (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 2b). These results revealed the presence of pathway
complexity, where the 2EH-PDI monomers get trapped in a higher
energy metastable state upon cooling the solution frommonomers to
form SPs (Figs. 1b and 2a). Probing the absorbance (A) at 515 nm (A@
515 nm) indicates that by increasing the percentage of good solvent,
such as DCE, the temperature region of the hysteresis loop enhanced
(Fig. 2b and Supplementary Figs. 3–6). Monomers of 2EH-PDI have a
higher absorbance at 515 nm than its SPs. Hence, the decrease in the
absorbance at 515 nm is an indication of supramolecular polymeriza-
tion of 2EH-PDI (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Figs. 3–6)49. At 10 vol% of
DCE in MCH (MCH*), we obtained the kinetically trapped monomeric
state (dormant monomer) at room temperature (Fig. 2 and Supple-
mentary Fig. 6). Here, the cooling rate also dictates the stability of the
dormant monomer. In MCH*, the dormant monomer of 2EH-PDI
obtained by the cooling at a rate of 10Kmin−1 is more stable
(~ 25–30min) at 303K thancooling rates of 1, 3, and 5Kmin−1 (Fig. 2a, c).

In the case of H-bonded π-systems, intramolecular H-bonding is
shown to be responsible for the formation of dormant
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Fig. 2 | Synthesis of dormant monomers. a Synthesis of dormant monomers of
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leads to the formation ofmonomers inMCH*. Later, by rapid cooling (10 K/min.) to
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monomers17,19,36,39. However, in 2EH-PDI it is surprising to see the for-
mation of dormant monomers despite the lack of any H-bonding
interactions. Togain insights into the kinetically trapped states of 2EH-
PDI, gas phase semi-empirical and quantum chemical calculations of
the 2EH-PDI monomer were performed using GAUSSIAN1654. Note
that the reported energies are computed in the gas phase and will
likelybe altered in thepresenceof an explicit solvent. Thedetails of the
computational methods were provided in the Supplementary Infor-
mation (Supplementary Note 2). Since all molecules exist in the
monomeric state above the critical temperature, as afirst step,weused
quantum calculations to explore all possible conformations of the
2EH-PDI molecule. We computed the two-dimensional potential
energy surface (PES) by varying the two dihedral angles, each
belonging to a side chain, defined between the π-plane and the side
chains (C-N-C-C), using the semi-empirical PM6 method55. Fig. 3a
depicts the PES of the 2EH-PDI molecule, revealing several minima
regions (highlighted as yellow colored dots). In the next step,
we optimized each structure within the density function theory
formalismusing theωB97xD/6-31 g(d) level of theory56.We identifiedsix
stable conformersof2EH-PDIwith energydifferences ranging from0to
5 kJ/mol. These conformationsmainly fall into two types: chair andboat.
In both cases, the alkyl moieties are positioned at angles of approxi-
mately 30 or 80° with respect to the π-plane. Figure 3b illustrates the
three chair-type conformations (labeled as 1c, 2c, and 3c) arranged
according to their stability. The analogous boat-type conformations
(labeled as 1b, 2b, and 3b, respectively) are provided in Supplementary
Information (Supplementary Fig. 7). Each boat conformer has the same

energy as its analogous chair conformation. The 1c conformer is the
most stable among all chair-type conformers, with an energy lower by
2.5 kJ/mol and 4.9 kJ/mol compared to 2c and 3c, respectively.

The spatial arrangement of the 2-ethylhexyl side chains of 1b, 2b,
3b, 2c, and 3c conformations of 2EH-PDImolecules constrains the π-π
stacking interactions due to steric hindrance or defects. However, due
to its favorable side chains spatial arrangement, the stack formedby the
1c conformer results in maximum π-π stacking interactions and lower
steric hindrance, facilitating the formation of the stack49. This implies
that the 1c conformer serves as the active species for the growth of a
supramolecular polymer, and its higher concentration in the solution is
necessary to observe stack formation.Wecalculated theprobabilities of
finding each conformation in the solution at 353K using the Boltzmann
factor, as shown in Fig. 3c. The results indicate that approximately 60%
of 2EH-PDImolecules adopt conformations 1c and 1b, while two-thirds
of the remainingmolecules are in conformations 2c and 2b. As a result,
it is expected that in the solution, conformation 1c and 1b dominates,
while other conformers are also significantly present. This disparity in
the conformational population can lead to a decrease in the con-
centration of active monomers, resulting in the observed hysteresis
during the cooling process. This finding aligns with the hypothesis
proposed by Würthner and his team, who suggested that the kinetic
inactivation of monomers depends on the energetic interplay between
kinetically trapped, inactive species and active species for supramole-
cular polymerization36.

To further explore the likelihood of transitions between these
conformers, we conducted calculations to determine the energy

Fig. 3 | Conformational analysis of 2EH-PDI. a Potential energy surface of 2EH-
PDImolecule calculated using the semi-empirical PM6method. The energy values,
in kJ/mol, are shown on the color bar, and the two axes correspond to the two
dihedral angles between the π-plane and the two side chains (C-N-C-C). All sub-
sequent results were obtained using density functional theory. b Structure of the

2EH-PDI molecule in three chair-type conformations labeled as 1c, 2c, and 3c.
c Probability of finding each conformation at 353 K, calculated using the Boltzmann
factor. d Relative energies (in KJ/mol) of the six conformers (shown in black) and
the associated interconversion energy barriers (displayed in red), were both com-
puted using density functional theory.
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barriers involved, as depicted in Fig. 3d. The results reveal that the
interconversion among either chair-type or boat-type conformations
requires approximately 4 kBT of energy, while the conversion from the
1c to 1b conformer requires approximately 14 kBT of energy. These
energy barriers are sufficiently high to hinder spontaneous nucleation,
thereby governing the critical temperature during cooling. This
observation is further supported by the dependence of the critical
temperature on the cooling rates (Fig. 2c). Therefore, our computa-
tional findings suggest that thermal hysteresis primarily arises from
the coexistence of multiple conformations at high temperatures. The
elevated energy barriers inhibit the transition of kinetically trapped
species into active species, which are essential for supramolecular
polymerization.

Homo-seeding
The formation of dormant monomers by 2EH-PDI (50μM) in MCH*
encouraged us to carry out LSP by adding the prefabricated SP seed of
2EH-PDI (Fig. 4). When a DCE solution of 2EH-PDI is injected into
MCH, to result in the final solvent composition as MCH* (final con-
centration:50μM), it spontaneously assembles into SPs of various
lengths (Supplementary Fig. 8). Upon sonication of these long poly-
disperse SPs for 1 h at 303 K, they fragmented into many short seed-
like fibers with active chain ends (Fig. 4c). UV-vis absorption and
fluorescence spectra revealed that sonication did not alter the aggre-
gation behavior 2EH-PDI (Supplementary Fig. 9), and the average
length of seed particles is around 700–800 nm (Fig. 4c). Seeded

growthpolymerizationwas attempted immediately by adding the seed
solution to the dormant monomers of 2EH-PDI, and the final con-
centration of the solution was kept constant at 50μM (Fig. 4a). As
previously stated, the final length of SP always depends upon themass
ratio of added seed tomonomer solution16. In thisperspective, we have
added different mol% of seed to dormant monomers and monitored
through UV-vis spectroscopy and FE-SEM. The UV-vis absorption
spectra of dormant monomers solution after adding the 5mol% soni-
cated seed showed a sudden decrease in the monomeric absorption
peaks at 515 nm and 480 nm, with an increase in the absorbance of the
band at 575 nm (Fig. 4b and Supplementary Fig. 10). To further
investigate the seed-indued living growth of 2EH-PDI dormant
monomers, we have added different mol% of seeds andmonitored the
kinetics of LSP (Fig. 4b). As expected, spontaneous elongation without
any lag time was observed (Fig. 4b), and the length of resultant fibers
analyzed by FE-SEM experiments has shown a systematic increase in
the length of SPs with a decrease in seed mol%. From FE-SEM studies,
we found that the average length of the fibers prepared from [2EH-
PDImonomer] / [2EH-PDI seed] ratios of 19:1, 3:1, and 1:1 are 6μm, 2μm,
and 1μm, respectively, with the average seed length being
700–800 nm (Fig. 4d–f).

To obtain a clear understanding of the molecular mechanism, we
conducted kinetic analyses at various concentrations of dormant
monomer, specifically 40 µM, 45 µM, 50 µM, and 55 µM while
keeping seed concentration constant at 12.5 µM. We monitored the
growth kinetics by measuring changes in the absorbance at 480nm

Fig. 4 | Living supramolecular polymerization via homo-seeding. a Schematic
illustration of the homo-seeding approach of dormant monomers. b Time-
dependent absorption changes observed for the 2EH-PDI dormant monomers
monitored at 515 nm after adding different mol% of seed. FE-SEM images of 2EH-
PDI obtained by spin coating the solutions on a silicon wafer c after sonication of

prefabricated fibers, d, e, and f after performing LSP to 2EH-PDI dormant mono-
mers at varying [2EH-PDImonomer] / [2EH-PDI seed] ratios of 1:1, 3:1, and 19:1
respectively (c = 50μM, l = 10mm, solvent =MCH*). The images in c–f are repre-
sentative of three experiments.
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(A@ 480nm). The scaling exponent, which characterizes how the lag
time of reaction or half-time (t50) varies with the initial monomer
concentration, was determined by the double-logarithmic plot of t50
againstmonomer concentration, as depicted in Supplementary Fig. 11a
under seeded conditions24–30. The obtained value for the scaling
exponent is γ = −1.20 ± 0.09, corresponding to reaction order n1 = 2.4.
In the present case, wehave not observed any fragmentation, and it is a
monomer-dependent process hence γ can be a more negative value
than −151,57. The growth kinetics were modeled using a seed-induced
nucleation-elongation framework from amyloid software (http://www.
amylofit.ch.cam.ac.uk)30 and fit well with the experimental data (Sup-
plementary Note 3, Supplementary Fig. 11 and Supplementary Table 1).
However, the same kinetic data showed a less favorable fit for the
secondary nucleation-elongation model (Supplementary Fig. 12 and
Supplementary Table 1). The above observations clearly indicate that
the conversion of dormant monomers of 2EH-PDI into SPs via homo-
seeding takes place through the primary nucleation-elongation
mechanism.

3D spherical spherulites via secondary nucleation (shear-
induced assembly)
Given prior publications on how mechanical agitation, such as stir-
ring, aids the rate-determining nucleation process35,37,58, we con-
ducted time-dependent kinetic investigations of MCH* containing
dormant monomers of 2EH-PDI with stirring (Fig. 5). As expected,
the nucleation process is expedited at 60 RPM, as seen by decreased
monomeric absorbance after 10min (Fig. 5b and Supplementary
Fig. 13). Surprisingly, FE-SEM studies revealed that resultant self-
assembled structures have 3D spherical spherulite-like structures
(Fig. 5a, e and Supplementary Fig. 14)14,15,50. In most circumstances,
the morphology obtained in LSP is the same as that obtained in
thermodynamically controlled SPs. Although mechanical agitation,
such as stirring or pipetting, speeds up the nucleation process, pre-
vious reports indicate that it has little effect on the morphology of
SPs37. In the present case, mechanical agitation creates 3D spherical
spherulites (vide infra) with micrometers length in all directions
(Fig. 5e, f and Supplementary Fig. 14a–c). We conducted a

b
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(γ), indicating a monomer-dependent secondary nucleated supramolecular poly-
merization process. Since there is no seed is added externally, the concentrationof
the seed is zero. d Kinetic profiles of the concentration-dependent experiments at
60RPM were obtained by monitoring the absorbance at 480 nmwhile varying the
dormant monomer (2EH-PDI) concentrations to 40μM, 45μM, 50μM, and 55 μM.
FE-SEM images of 2EH-PDI, obtained by spin coating the solutions on a silicon
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for 60min at 303 K (c = 50μM, solvent =MCH*). The images in e–g are repre-
sentative of three experiments.
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concentration-dependent kinetic analysis by monitoring the absor-
bance at 480 nmwhilemaintaining a constant stirring rate of 60 RPM
to understand the growth mechanism further. All the kinetic profiles
exhibited a sigmoidal-like transition, which included a lag phase
followed by an exponential phase (Fig. 5d). In stark contrast when
considering homo-seeding, we observed spontaneous growth in
kinetics, characterized by a non-sigmoidal nature and the absence of
any lag phase (Fig. 5b). These characteristics are typical of the sec-
ondary nucleation-elongation process24–30. We determined the scal-
ing exponent as γ = −3.0 ± 0.37 (Fig. 5c), which is higher than the
value obtained in homo-seeding experiments. This further indicates
the presence of secondary nucleation events with a secondary reac-
tion order of n2 = 5. Furthermore, we comprehensively analyzed all
the kinetics and found that all the data fit well with the unseeded
secondary nucleation model, with an average mean squared error
(MSE) value less than 0.0007 (Fig. 5d, Supplementary Note 3 and
Supplementary Table 2), in contrast to the unseeded primary
nucleation-elongationmodel, where the averagemean squared error
(MSE) value is more than 0.006. These kinetic analyses strongly
suggest that the growth of 3D spherulites via shear forces takes place
through a typical secondary nucleation-elongation mechanism.

Owing to their large 3D structures, the solutions having spher-
ulites are inhomogeneous compared to the solutions having 1D SPs
formed via primary nucleation (Supplementary Fig. 16a). We have also
noticed that spherulites have better thermal stability than 1D SPs. A
50 µM solution of 2EH-PDI SPs with spherulite morphology synthe-
sized via secondary nucleation (stirring at 60RPM) showed a melting
temperature of 312 K, which is 7 K higher than the 1D SPs obtained via
primary nucleation (with 5mol% seed) (Supplementary Fig. 16b).
Moreover when taken in 70% DCE in MCH at 303 K, 1D SPs are dis-
sociated into monomers in less than 10min, whereas 3D spherulites
took more than 20min (Supplementary Fig. 16c–e). All these obser-
vations suggest that the 3D spherulite structures of 2EH-PDI formed
via a secondary nucleation event are more robust than its 1D SPs
formed via a primary nucleation event.

We noticed that up to 300RPM, we could observe the formation
of 3D spherical spherulites, and the size of spherulites decreased with
increasing the RPM (Fig. 5e, f and Supplementary Fig. 14a–c). However,
after stirring at 600RPM, we could observe mostly 1D SPs and a few
spherulites (Fig. 5g and Supplementary Fig. 14d). To understand the
stability of spherulites at 600RPM, we synthesized them at 60RPM
and stirred them at 600RPM for 1 h. Interestingly, FE-SEM data reveal
that these spherulites are stable evenwhen the solution is subjected to
strong mechanical agitation up to 600RPM (Supplementary Fig. 17).
However, when the dormant monomers of 2EH-PDI were stirred at
600RPM, mostly 1D SPs were formed. To understand this further, we
conducted kinetic growth studies of 2EH-PDI at 600RPM across four
different concentrations and obtained a scaling exponent (γ) close to
−2.0 (Supplementary Fig. 18a). The primary nucleation reaction order
(nc) and secondary nucleation reaction order (n2) were determined to
be 4 and 3, respectively. Notably, the kinetic data showed a good fit for
both the unseeded primary nucleation-elongation model (Supple-
mentary Fig. 18) and the secondary nucleation-elongation model
(Supplementary Fig. 19). This suggests that supramolecular poly-
merization at 600RPM is driven by both primary and secondary
nucleation events, resulting in the formation mixture of 1D fibers and
3D spherical spherulites (Supplementary Fig. 14d). This phenomenon
was also observed in protein aggregation, particularly in amyloid for-
mation, where both primary and secondary nucleation events
occur51,59,60.

We have also noticed that mechanical agitation via repetitive
pipetting can also induce the formation of 3D spherical spherulites like
stirring (Fig. 6 and Supplementary Fig. 20). To monitor the temporal
evolution of the spherulites, we conducted a series of FE-SEM exam-
inations at different intervals after applying weak mechanical stimuli
such as pipetting. For this purpose, we have applied 5–6 times repe-
titive pipetting to the MCH* solution containing dormant monomers
and left it undisturbed at 303 K. In this case, the assembly process
began with a 5-min lag period, as indicated in Fig. 6a, b, and we
observed the hedrite morphology after 5 min (Fig. 6d). The formation

Fig. 6 | Formation of 3D spherulites via pipetting-induced secondary nuclea-
tion. a UV-vis absorption spectra of 2EH-PDI dormant monomers (red), one hour
after applying the slow mechanical agitation via repetitive pipetting (green), LSP
after adding 10mol% seed (blue) in MCH*. b Time-dependent variation in the
absorbance of 2EH-PDI at 515 nm after applying the mechanical agitation via
repetitive pipetting to the dormant monomer (green). The control experiments by
adding the 10mol% seed (blue) and0mol%seed (red) to the dormantmonomers of
the 2EH-PDI are shown for comparison. c Optical microscopy image of the

spherulites obtained in MCH* after applying the slow mechanical agitation via
repetitive pipetting. d–g FE-SEM images of 2EH-PDI, obtained by spin coating the
solutions on a silicon wafer after d 5min., e 15min., f 30min. g 50min. of applying
themechanical agitation via repetitive pipetting to the dormantmonomers of 2EH-
PDI (c = 50μM, solvent MCH*). The image in c is representative of three experi-
ments, images in d–f are representative of one experiment, and the image in g is
representative of three experiments.
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of intermediate X-shape (hedrite) morphology in the initial stages of
growth is a characteristic of spherulite formation50,61. With the increase
in time, we have observed fibril growth in all directions via small-angle
branching50,61, resulting in the formation of star-shaped morphology
(Fig. 6e, f). We got larger 3D spherulite structures with increasing
branches after 50min (Fig. 6g and Supplementary Fig. 20b–d). The 3D
structure of spherulite was further confirmed by FE-SEM images that
provide a side view, which was obtained by tilting the substrate up to
70° (Supplementary Fig. 20c). To avoid any ambiguity on the forma-
tion of 3D spherulites in solution, the dormant monomers solution of
2EH-PDI in MCH* was mechanically agitated via repetitive pipetting
(5–6 times), and the resultant solution was observed under the optical
microscope. Interestingly, after some time, we see the formation of 3D
spherulite structures in solution (Fig. 6c). This unambiguously proves
that the formation of 3D spherulites via slow mechanical agitation
occurs in the solution.

The above results vividly illustrate the remarkable sensitivityof2EH-
PDI supramolecular polymerization to evenminor alterations in reaction

conditions. The self-assembly behavior of 2EH-PDI is primarily governed
by the dominant primary nucleation event in the homo-seeding
approach. However, by introducing shear forces through actions like
pipetting and stirring, we could bias its self-assembly pathway, initiating
secondary nucleation events that result in the formation of 3D spherical
spherulite structures. In this context, the anticipated mechanism
involves the agitation of dormant monomers, which facilitates generat-
ing a limited number of small nuclei (Fig. 5a). This, in turn, promotes
secondary nucleation of high-energy dormant monomers on the small
nuclei, followed by elongation in all directions, leading to the formation
of low-energy SPs with spherulite architecture. Notably, stir-induced
secondary nucleation events have been well-documented in processes
such as crystallization52,53 and protein aggregation51. However, it is worth
mentioning that, to the best of our knowledge, no previous reports exist
regarding their occurrence in functional SPs. Here, we demonstrated an
important examplewheredormant2EH-PDImonomeric building blocks
would lead to the formation of 3D spherulites via mechanical agitation,
which is not the case in homo-seeding experiments.

Fig. 7 | Formation of scarf-like SP heterostructures via hetero-seeding-induced
secondary nucleation. a Schematic illustration for formation SP heterostructures
obtained by adding PE-PDI 2D platelets to 2EH-PDI dormant monomers via sec-
ondary nucleation. b Time-dependent variation in the absorbance of 2EH-PDI
dormantmonomers at 515 nm after adding the 50mol% of PE-PDI seeds (blue) and
spontaneous polymerization of 2EH-PDI (red) is shown for comparison. c FE-SEM
image of SP heterostructures synthesized via hetero-seeding approach by adding
50mol% PE-PDI 2D platelets seeds to 2EH-PDI dormant monomers. d log-log plot
of the half-times of hetero-seeding supramolecular polymerization versus the ori-
ginal concentration of 2EH-PDI. Symbols represent the experimental data; solid
line is a power law fit. Thisfit shows a linear trendwith a slopeof −3.46 ±0.09 called
exponent coefficient (γ), which suggests a monomer-dependent, seed-induced
secondary nucleated supramolecular polymerization process. e Kinetic profiles of

the concentration-dependent hetero-seeding experiments, obtained by monitor-
ing the absorbance at 480 nm of 2EH-PDI, at constant seed concentration
((PE-PDI)concentration: 25μM) while varying the dormant monomer concentrations
of 2EH-PDI to 40μM, 45μM, 50μM, and 62μM. The sigmoidal growth of the 2EH-
PDI dormant monomers indicates a secondary nucleation-elongation process.
f Bright-field microscopy images showing time-dependent growth of SP hetero-
structures after mixing the 50mol% of PE-PDI seeds to the 2EH-PDI dormant
monomers in MCH* (encircled with dashed lines of blue, pink, and magenta).
gKinetics of growthofSPheterostructures from thePE-PDI seeds encircled inblue,
pink andmagenta dashed lines in panel (f) was tracked via image analysis to follow
the increase in pixel area corresponding to the growth of newfibrils from the seeds.
The image in c is representative of four experiments, and the images in f are
representative of three experiments.
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Supramolecular polymer heterostructures via secondary
nucleation (Hetero-seeding)
The results obtained from homo-seeding and shear-induced assembly
further encouraged us to explore the hetero-seeding approach (Fig. 7).
It has already been demonstrated that supramolecular block copoly-
mers can be synthesized using LSP via a hetero-seeding process, which
can provide excellent structural and sequence control10–13,18–22. For the
hetero-seeding approach, we prepared a PE-PDI having a propox-
yethyl side chain at the imide positions (Fig. 1a). Like 2EH-PDI, PE-PDI
also self-assembles in MCH* via J-aggregation and forms 2D platelets
(Supplementary Fig. 21 and further explanation there). PE-PDI seeds
were prepared in MCH* via sonication for 1 h at 303K and 50mol% of
these were added to the dormant monomers of 2EH-PDI. We found a
drop in 2EH-PDI monomeric wavelength absorbances (λmax = 515 nm)
after a 5-min lag period (Fig. 7a, b). FE-SEM images revealed that 1D SPs
of 2EH-PDI were grown on the surface of 2D platelets of PE-PDI and
oriented across their length (Fig. 7c and Supplementary Fig. 22).
Contrary to homo-seeding, which demonstrated spontaneous growth
without any lag phase (Fig. 4b), the presence of a lag phase lasting for
5min and the growth of 2EH-PDI fibers on the surface of PE-PDI seeds
suggests the presence of a secondary nucleation-elongation mechan-
ism (Fig. 7b).

Like homo-seeding experiments, we conducted hetero-seeding
experiments using various dormant monomer concentrations (40, 45,
50, and 62μM) of 2EH-PDI, while maintaining a constant seed con-
centration of 25μM for PE-PDI. In all cases, the kinetic profiles
exhibited a sigmoidal-like transition characterized by a lag phase fol-
lowed by an exponential phase, which indicates the occurrence of a
secondary nucleation event induced by seeding (Fig. 7e). As the
monomer concentration increased from 40μM to 62μM, there was a
noticeable decrease in the half-time. Plotting the half-time against the
monomer concentration on a double-logarithmic scale yielded a
scaling coefficient γ of −3.46 ±0.09 (Fig. 7d), demonstrating a linear
relationship and sign of a secondary nucleation event. Additionally, we
derived a secondary nucleation reaction order of n2 = 6 from this
analysis. Furthermore, we conducted a comprehensive analysis of all
the kinetics and found that they fit well with the secondary nucleation
model, with an average mean squared error (MSE) value less than
0.0004 (Fig. 7e and Supplementary Table 4). These kinetic analyses
strongly support the growth of SPs of 2EH-PDI on the surface of PE-
PDI seeds via a hetero-seeding approach triggered by a typical sec-
ondary nucleation process.

Since the PDI is common in both 2EH-PDI and PE-PDI, we
expected that SPs of 2EH-PDI would grow from the ends of PE-PDI20.
However, FE-SEM studies demonstrated that SPs of 2EH-PDI are graf-
ted on the surface of the PE-PDI nanoplatelets (Fig. 7c and Supple-
mentary Fig. 22). To gain further insights into this phenomenon, we
have conducted powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) studies on SPs of
2EH-PDI, PE-PDI and their heterostructures (Supplementary Fig. 23).
PXRD revealed that 2D platelets of PE-PDI are more crystalline than
2EH-PDI SPs. The SPs of 2EH-PDI showed abroadand low intensepeak
at 2θ = 4.31° (d-spacing of 2.05 nm) indicating a poor crystalline order.
On the other hand, the 2D platelets of PE-PDI showed good crystalline
order, as evidenced by several sharp and high-intensity peaks. The first
peak was observed at 2θ = 5.54°, corresponding to a d-spacing of
1.6 nm. Successive peaks at 0.8 nm (2θ = 11.09°) (d/2), 0.54nm
(2θ = 16.45°) (d/3), and 0.44 nm (2θ = 19.96°) (~d/4) are also observed.
This indicates the lamellar-like packing of PE-PDI molecules with
interdigitation of side chains in the 2D platelets (Supplementary
Fig. 23). This observation further suggests that the side chain variation
results in disparate crystal packing for both PDI derivatives. Due to
these dissimilar lattice structures, 2EH-PDImonomers do not grow at
the chain ends of PE-PDI and prefer to grow on the surface of PE-PDI
via secondary nucleation (Fig. 7a). Hence, the crystalline nature of
individual structures is also retained in the heterostructures

(Supplementary Fig. 23). We have further controlled the grafting
density of2EH-PDISPs on the surfaceofPE-PDI 2Dplatelets by varying
the mol% of PE-PDI (Supplementary Fig. 24). By decreasing the mol%
of PE-PDI seeds from 50% to 30%, we have observed increased cov-
ering of the PE-PDI surface by the SPs of 2EH-PDI compared to 50mol
% of the seed (Fig. 7c, and Supplementary Fig. 24a, b). By further
decreasing the mol% of PE-PDI seeds to 15%, their surface is fully
grafted by the SPs of 2EH-PDI (Supplementary Fig. 24c, d).

We have also explored possibilities to provide the direct visuali-
zation of the growth of SPs of 2EH-PDI on PE-PDI in solution via
hetero-seeding (Fig. 7f, g). For this purpose, we have taken the MCH*
solution containing dormant monomers of 2EH-PDI and 50mol% of
PE-PDI seeds in rectangular long capillary cells. Initially, we observed
only 2D platelets of 2EH-PDI seeds in the solution. As time proceeds,
weobserve the emergenceof SPs of2EH-PDI from2EH-PDI 2Dplatelet
seeds across their length (Fig. 7f and Supplementary Movie 1). This is
further supported by the increase in pixel area due to the growth of
new fibrils from the seeds (Fig. 7g). Similar observations are made
when these solutions are visualized under fluorescence mode (Sup-
plementary Fig. 25 and Supplementary Movie 2). These observations
unambiguously prove PE-PDI seeds induce the supramolecular poly-
merization of 2EH-PDI dormant monomers via secondary nucleation
in solution. Notably, such a direct visualization of the growth of SPs
allows us to understand the temporal evolution of complex supra-
molecular structures from small molecular building blocks. The
kinetics of growth probed through UV-vis experiments in 10mm cuv-
ette are slower than the optical microscopy experiments done in rec-
tangular capillaries due to the mass transport limitations in narrow
channels of capillaries (Fig. 7b, g). The growth of SPs of 2EH-PDI from
PE-PDI seeds within 200 µmrectangular capillaries followed by bright-
field microscopy showed quick saturation of the growth within 3min
due to rapid depletion of local concentration of dormant monomers
(Fig. 7g). On the other hand, in UV-vis absorption experiments per-
formed in 10mm cuvette, fresh monomers are continuously available
to the growing SPs on the seeds. As a result, the process takes longer
time (>20min.) for the saturation.

Next, we have also explored the possibility of selectively dis-
assembling one of the components from scarf-like 2D heterostructure.
Interestingly, we found that SPs of 2EH-PDI have less thermal stability
than PE-PDI 2D platelets inMCH*. The SPs 2EH-PDI showedmelting at
307K and significant depolymerization was observed at 323 K (Sup-
plementary Fig. 26a, b). In contrast, PE-PDI seed particles are stable up
to 330K in MCH* (Supplementary Fig. 26a, c). Taking advantage of
differences in thermal stability, the SP heterostructure solution was
heated at 323 K for 15min, and this hot solution was coated on the
silicon wafer. FE-SEM images revealed the absence of SP hetero-
structure and the presence of segregated SPs of 2EH-PDI and 2D pla-
telets of PE-PDI (Supplementary Fig. 26d). This indicates that at 323 K,
SPs of 2EH-PDI are melted and detached from the surface of 2D pla-
telets of PE-PDI and formed separately, probably during solvent eva-
poration. On the other hand, when this solutionwas cooled from 323 K
to 303K, and coated on a silicon wafer after waiting for an hour at
303 K, we observed the formation of SP heterostructures from FE-SEM
images (Supplementary Fig. 26e, f). Furthermore, we immersed the
silicon wafer containing SP heterostructures in MCH* solvent at 323 K
for various time intervals and visualized them through FE-SEM, which
showedonly 2Dplateletmorphology (Supplementary Fig. 27b–d). This
is due to the selective depolymerization and dissolution of SPs of 2EH-
PDI at 323 K from the surface of PE-PDI seeds into MCH* solution.

Discussion
In thismanuscript, we have presented a simplemolecular design (2EH-
PDI) to synthesize dormant monomers, which can be explored for
architectural control of SPs via LSP and secondary nucleation. Theo-
retical studies indicate that dormant monomers of 2EH-PDI are
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formed due to the statistical distribution of various conformers of
2EH-PDI monomers in the solution at high temperatures. We found
the distinct nucleation events during the supramolecular polymeriza-
tion of dormant monomers through homo-seeding, shear-induced
assembly, and hetero-seeding, resulting in the creation of elegant
supramolecular architectures such as 3D spherulites and scarf-like SP
heterostructures. Interestingly, mechanical agitation of dormant
monomers of 2EH-PDI not only biases the mechanism of supramole-
cular polymerization fromprimary nucleation to secondary nucleation
but also significantly alters the topology of SPs (1D SPs to 3D spherical
spherulites). Moreover, the 3D spherulites obtained via secondary
nucleation are more robust than corresponding 1D SPs obtained via
primary nucleation. Low thermal stability SPs of 2EH-PDI than 2D
platelets of PE-PDI allowed us to remove and reattach the former ones
from scarf-like SP heterostructures selectively. Our results further
indicate that in addition to well-explored H-bonded π-systems for LSP
and architectural control, simple π-systems such as alkylated PDIs
would also be worth exploring in the same direction. This would be
useful to expand the toolbox for non-covalent synthesis and provide
access to complex supramolecular architectures.

Methods
Preparation of dormant monomers
A solution of 2EH-PDI (0.3mL) in DCE was injected into 2.7mL of
methylcyclohexane (MCH), promptly leading to the formation of SPs
(Final concentration: 50 μM, final solvent composition: 10% DCE in
MCH). Subsequently, this SPs solution was heated to 353 K, resulting
in the formation of a monomeric state in the solution. Upon cooling
this hotmonomeric solution to 303 K at a rate of 10 K/min, kinetically
trapped dormant monomers were formed and exhibited stability for
over 30min. Utilizing these kinetically trapped dormant monomers,
three distinct seeding experiments were conducted, as out-
lined below.

Homo-seeding
In this experiment, prefabricated SPs of 2EH-PDI in 10% DCE in MCH
were sonicated for 1 h at 303 K. To synthesize SPs with controlled
lengths, different mol% of seed was introduced into the dormant
monomers of 2EH-PDI to result in a final concentration of 50μM. For
kinetic analysis, the seed concentration was fixed at 12.5 μM, and the
dormant monomers concentration varied to 40, 45, 50, and 55μM
at 303K.

Shear-induced assembly
Following the formationof dormantmonomersof2EH-PDI (40, 45, 50,
55, and 60μM) at 303 K in 10% DCE in MCH, the solution was agitated
at various RPM levels (60, 120, 300, and 600RPM). We have also used
reparative pipetting (five to six times) of dormant monomers 2EH-PDI
in 10% DCE in MCH for shear-induced assembly experiments.

Hetero-seeding
Initially, PE-PDI SPs were generated by adding a DCE solution of PE-
PDI 0.3mL to 2.7mL of MCH in a vial, resulting in the formation of 2D
platelets of PE-PDI (Final concentration: 125μM, final solvent compo-
sition: 10% DCE in MCH). These 2D platelets were sonicated for one
hour at 303 K. Subsequently, this seed solution (20 vol%) was added to
the dormant monomers of 2EH-PDI (40, 45, 50, and 62μM) at a tem-
perature of 303 K.

Data availability
The authors declare that the data supporting the findings of this study
are available within the paper and its Supplementary Information files.
All other information is available from the corresponding author upon
request. Source data (https://zenodo.org/records/10866038) are pro-
vided with this paper.
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